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ABSTRACT
Security issues in communication 

environment pose a special challenge. At the 

same time challenges are increased from the 

illegal users.in the communication environment, 

a good security policy and its proper 

implementation go a long way in ensuring 

adequate security management practices. But 

violations of policies on access information are 

handles through intrusion. Intrusion detection 

and prevention systems are learning from attacks 

either before or after its success and used to 

detect unauthorised intrusions into computer 

system and network. It focused on identifying 

possible threats, user’s information about them, 

attempting to stop them, and reporting them to 

security administrators.as technology has 

developed, and a new industry based on intrusion 

detection has sprung up. Security firms are 

growing up everywhere to offer individual and 

property security. IDPS have been made to 

configure changes, compare user actions against 

known attack scenarios, and able to predict 

changes in activities that indicate and can lead to 

suspicious activities.in this paper describes about 

protocol sequences which is used to detect the 

intrusion on upgrade network and its attributes 

and recommend the standardized ARP protocol 

for the intrusion detection process and another 

alternatives to improves efficiencies for security. 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
In the communication environment, a good 

security policy and its proper implementation go a 

long way in ensuring adequate security management 

practices. But violations of policies on access 

information are handles through intrusion. Intrusion 

prevention is mostly impossible to achieve at all 

times. Hence focus is on intrusion detection.it can 

help to collect more information about intrusions, 
strengthening the intrusion prevention method and 

act as good deterrents to intruders.Security are 

needed to protect data during their transmission, in 

last two decades multimedia data are increased on 

the internet, in fact ,in term  network security is 

somewhat important, because all business, 

government and academic organizations 

interconnect their data processing equipment with a 

collection of interconnected networks. Many 

applications are available over the internet to secure 

overall important data. The networks are usually 

secured by anti-key logger, cryptographic software, 
firewall, sandbox etc. Since it has been proven that 

attacker can always find a way to attack a network. 

These systems are known as Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS) and are placed inside the secured 

network, looking for potential threats in network 

traffic and or audit data recorded by host 

[1].Protocols are set of rules that governing how 

data is transferred, compressed and presented over 
networks. Network layer security is a main aspect of 

the internet base security mechanism [7]. The 

network layers protocols generally used to send and 

receive messages in the form of packets to route 

them from source to destination. By using a routing 

algorithm and also perform fragmentation and 

reassembly, and report delivery errors However, 

new security requirements demand that even the 

lower level data units should be protected. With this 

view in mind network layer security mechanism 

have emerged and are being used quite extensively 

in real life. 
In network layer protocols are widely used. 

Besides Internet Protocol (IP),higher-level protocols 

TCP, UDP, HTTP, and FTP all integrate with IP to 

provide additional capabilities. Similarly, lower-

level Protocols like ARP and ICMP also co-exist 

with IP. These higher level protocols interact more 

with applications like Web browsers while lower-

level protocols interact with network adapters and 

other computer hardware. The following part of the 

paper provides more details on ARP protocol and its 

functional services. [1] 

 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Initially intruder attempts to break into an 

information system or performs an action not legally 

allowed; we refer to this activity as an intrusion [8]. 

Intruders can be divided into two groups, external 

and internal. The former refers to those who do not 

have authorized access to the system and who attack 

by using various penetration techniques. The latter 
refers to those with access permission who wish to 

perform unauthorized activities. Intrusion 

techniques may include exploiting software bugs 

and system misconfigurations, password cracking, 

sniffing unsecured traffic, or exploiting the design 

flaw of specific protocols [8].An Intrusion Detection 

System is a system for detecting intrusions and 

reporting them accurately to the proper authority. 

Intrusion Detection Systems are usually specific to 

the operating system that they operate in and are an 

important tool in the overall implementation an 

organization‟s information security policy [8], 
which reflects an organization's statement by 
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defining the rules and practices to provide security, 

handle intrusions, and recover from damage caused 

by security breaches. There are two generally 

accepted categories of intrusion detection 

techniques: misuse detection and anomaly detection. 

Misuse detection refers to techniques that 
characterize known methods to penetrate a system. 

These penetrations are characterized as a „pattern‟ or 

a „signature‟ that the IDS looks for. The 

pattern/signature might be a static string or a set 

sequence of actions. System responses are based on 

identified penetrations. Anomaly detection refers to 

techniques that define and characterize normal or 

acceptable behaviours of the system (e.g., CPU 

usage, job execution time, system calls). Behaviours 

that deviate from the expected normal behaviour are 

considered intrusions [5]. 

 

3.0 ADDRESS RESOLUTION PROTOCOL 

(ARP) 
The ARP is a protocol in the network layer.  

The ARP associated with its physical address. On a 

typical physical network such as a LAN, each 

device on the link is identified by a physical or 
station address usually imprinted on the network 

interface card (NIC).The function of ARP is to map 

IPaddresses onto hosts hardware addresses within a 

local area network [2]. As such, its correctness is 

essential to proper functioningof the network. 

However, otherprotocol within IP, ARP is subject to 

a range of serious and continuing security 

vulnerabilities.In a local area network, however, 

addresses for attached devices are 48 bits long[1]. A 

table, usually called the ARP cache, is used to 

maintain a relation between each MAC address and 

its corresponding IP address. ARP supports the 
protocol rules for making this relation and providing 

address conversion in both directions. This is used 

to identify and monitor packet communication 

across the network. These parts of the work try to 

optimize and construct the ARP sequence to detect 

the Intrusion [1].The communication network 

consist of wireless and wire specification with LAN 

and wan architectures connected intranet, internet 

extranet to support the services for the faculties, 

scholars, and student. This network used for 

NETBIOS, Print server, file transfer protocol(FTP) 
Active Directory Services(DNS), PING-ICMP,  IP 

telephony (Internal),Wireless Fidelity, Bluetooth, ), 

Remote access(TELNET),  VPN,Email(IMAP), 

SMTP, E-Learning(Web server-HTTP),etc. services. 

While supporting the above services with the 

network bandwidth, reply and its quality of services 

differ due to the protocols which are used for the 

service. To reach the large service utilization, 

existing services are observed based on its protocol 

in and between the networks. There are many 

protocols working over the network to support 

various requests and services. In this study we 
considered few services and its related protocol for 

the practical observation and analyse to construct 

the packet sequence to detect the intrusion.The 

Network architecture of academic network which 

connects two academic department and three non-

academic departments. This network provides 

educational management and Teaching- learning.It 
provides Services 2000 students and the faculties in 

the campus. This consists of LAN and the following 

technological configurations this academic network 

is framed as two clusters to provide the educational 

services. For the effective administration and 

maintenance of this network services, the 

classification and cluster made in the department 

level. In this study, the academic network structure 

and its laboratories setup data communication and 

transformation architecture is adopted [1]. The 

network architecture constructed with modern 

technological equipment‟s such as cisco- 
switches,cisco-routers,Firewall-CISCO-ASA-5510, 

this also integrated with High end servers‟ such as 

HP, IBM,and Xeon.SAN SWITCH- A device that 

routes data between servers and disk arrays in a 

storage area network. Its‟ 800 nodes are typically 

Conduit with UTP CAT-5, CAT-5E, CAT-6 and 

fiber Channel switch made up of fiber multimode 

channels. The established infrastructure integrated 

with wireless fidelity of various manufacturers. 

Video conferencing is supported for inter and intra 

conferencing facility in this network. There are 
many protocols are analysed for the intrusion 

detection process to frame the sequence generation. 

But in this paper we are going to discuss the 

common sequence formation of the ARP protocol. 

 

4.0 WORKING ANALYSIS OF 

FUNCTIONAL ARP 
In the networking process, ahost, or a 

router/gateway, needs to find the physical address of 

the another host on its network.it sends an ARP 

query packet that includes the physical and IP 

addresses of the sender and the IP address of the 

receiver .since the sender does not know the 

physical address of the receiver the query broadcast 

over the network [1]. Every host, or router/gateway 

on the network receives the processes the ARP 

query packet, but only the intended recipient 

recognizes its IP address and sends back a ARP 
response packet, the response packet contains the 

recipient IP and physical address .the packet is 

unicast directly to the inquirer using the physical 

address received in the query packet.RARP protocol 

is a part of network layer protocol, which is also 

supported by tcp/ip.it finds the IP address for a 

machine that only knows its physical address. 

 

5.0 ARP PACKET FORMAT 
The ARP is communicated through the 

exchange of messages between the source machine 

seeking to perform the working, and the destination 

device that responds to it.  a special message format 
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is used containing the information required for each 

step of the working process. 

ARP messages use a simple format. It 

includes a field describing the type of message used 

at each of these layers.The ARP header divided as 

hardware and protocol type. Hardware type part 
covers hardware address length and protocol address 

lengths. The hardware and its values used to identify 

and allow the hardware to communicate one with 

another across and between the networks 

 

Hardware Type 

 

 

Protocol Type 

 

Hardware 

length  

 

 

Protocol 

length 

 

Operation (request 

1,reply 2) 

 

Sender hardware addresses (for example,6 bytes 

for Ethernet) 

 

 

Sender protocol address(for example,4 bytes for 

IP) 

 

 

Target hardware address(for example ,6 bytes 

for Ethernet) 

 

 

Target protocol address (for example, 4 bytes 

for IP) 

 

Fig 5.1 ARP Header 

 

The field are discussed as follows 
 1) HTYPE (hardware type)-it is a 16 bit defining 

the type of the network on which the ARP is 

running. Each LAN has been assigned an integer 

based on its type, for example Ethernet is given the 

type 1.arp can be used on any physical network. 

2)PTYPE (Protocol type)- it is a 16 bit defining the 

type of the network. For example, the value of this 

field for the IPv4 protocol is 080016.ARP can be 

used with any higher level protocol. 

3)HLEN (hardware length)-it is an 8 bit field 

defining the length of the physical address in bytes. 
For example, for Ethernet the value is 6. 

3) PLEN (protocol length) - it is an 8 bit field 

defining the length of the logical address in bytes. 

For example, for IPv4 the value is 4. 

4) OPER (operation)-it is a 16 bit field defining the 

type of packet. Two types of packet are defined-

ARP request (1), ARP reply (2). 

5) SHA (sender hardware address)-it is variable 

length field defining the physical address of the 

sender. For Ethernet protocol, this field is 6 bytes 

long. 

5) SPA (sender protocol address)-it is variable 

length field defining the logical address of the 

sender. For IP protocol, this field is 4 bytes long. 

5) THA (target hardware address)-it is variable 

length field defining the physical address of the 

target. For Ethernet, this field is 6 bytes long. 
5) TPA (target protocol address)-it is variable length 

field defining the logical address of the target. For 

ipv4 protocol, this field is 4 bytes long. 

 

6.0 STANDARDIZED 64 BYTE ARP 

PROTOCOL STRCUTURE 
The above addressed issues are used one 

way to another to facilitate the communication 

process effectively. The communication facilitation 

allows the intrusion attacker to the network. To 

Monitor and detect the same users, the following 

sequence are proposed [1] 

From 1-4 bytes (32 bit) Frame Information 

 

 

1 

 

2 3 4 

Frame info(0 -31) 

 

Time Number length 
Capture 

length 

Link 
 

Data data Data 

The first byte represented about the frame 

information. This provides information about when 

the packets are travelled at that system or device, as 

well as number, length and capture of the packet. 

 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

Destination Address ( 32 - 79 ) 

Broad Cast 

 

Group Address 

 

   

 Multi 

Cast 

 

Local 

Address 

   

The next 48 bit (6byte) provides the 

information about the destination. If any of the 

destinations is not listed with the specified network 
then that device will be blocked from the attached 

using GA algorithms [1]. 

 

11 12 13 14 15 16 

Source ( 80 - 127 ) 

Unicast individual 

 

   

The next 48 bit (6byte) provides the 

information about the source. If any of the sources 

not listed with the specified network then that 

device will be blocked from the attached using GA 

algorithms [1] 
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17 1

8 

19 2

0 

21 22 23 24 25 26 

Type 

ARP 

( 128 - 

143) 

 

 

ARP ( 144 - 367 ) 

  Hard 

ware 

Type 
 

Proto

col 

Type 
 

Hard 

ware 

Size 
 

Proto 

col 

Size 
 

Op 

Cod 

 

This ten byte information provides more 

details about the ARP type, hardware and related 

information‟s .The following sequence will provide 

data about the MAC address of the sender as well as 

target device[1]. 

 

27-30  31-36 37-40 41-46 41-46 

ARP ( 144 - 367 ) 

Mac 

Address 

 

Sender 

IP 

 

Target 

MAC 

Target 

IP 

Trailer 

( 368 - 

511 ) 

 

7.0 RESULT ANALYSIS 
ARP packets structure is not same. The 

size of the SRP is differ The packets are used to 

identify the device as well delivery the packets 

using its MAC and IP address The intrusion process 

, ARP played the vital role to access the device 

Using the proposed 64 byte ARP protocol 

architecture observe the packets to captured from 

the network . These packets are expected observe 

the protocol values as per the above specification 

and try to identify the intrusion. This proposed 
standardized ARP 64 byte structure is easy to 

capture the ARP from the network. All the required 

information from the source and the sender as well 

as sender and target device are captured in this 

structure. This is not affected the data 

transformation process but this can be integrated to 

the monitor the network [1].after this ARP 

vulnerabilities will increase network security 

problem until a viable alternative is accepted. The 

problem like ARP poisoning attacks. The cause of 

ARP poisoning is the lack of message 

authentication, so that any host in the LAN is able to 
spoof messages pretending to be someone else. An 

authentication scheme for ARP replies using public 

key cryptography, which extends ARP to S-ARP. 

Adding strong authentication to ARP messages 

resolves the problem, thus denying any attempt of 

ARP poisoning[2]. Another approaches like Ticket-

based Address Resolution Protocol. TARP and its 

implementation built as an extension to ARP, TARP 

achieves resilience to cache poisoning. We have 

shown experimentally that TARP reduces cost by as 

much as two orders of magnitude over existing 
protocols[3] so, the observations says that this could 

be improves more securities from the intruders and 

the performance and efficiencies has to be increase 

by modifications, developments and implementation 

in protocols. 

 

8.0 CONCLUSION 
Proposed standardized ARP 64 byte structure is easy 

to capture the ARP from the network. All the 

required information from the source and the sender 

as well as sender and target device are captured in 

this structure. This is not affected the data 

transformation process but this can be integrated to 

the monitor the network. This paper is part the 

intrusion detection work using genetic algorithm 

.also the SARP and TARP has to be the best option 

implementation to control the attacks from the 

attackers. We have some modifications and the 
alternative sources to improve security as well as 

their implementations are necessary but we seek 

operational experience we seek further operational 

limitations of our approach can only be gleaned 

from field testing. We are currently actively 

performing such a field test within our parent 

institution. 
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